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9:00 AM -  CALIBRATE (& COFFEE)
- Walk from Hotel to Buna Cafe

Roma Norte

For the morning today we will be exploring 
La Merced Market. We will mostly be sticking to 
internal and less crowded areas in the market. 
We want to be as low key as possible. Please 
leave valuables out of site, or don?t bring them 
at all. We will also dress as casual as possible. 
(i.e. Jeans and a T-Shirt for Adam W.).

PROJECT LAUNCH

DESIGN 
RESEARCH

10:00 AM -  MARKET EXPLORATION
- Meet Ho at Insurgentes Metro

- Travel to La Merced

1:30 PM -  CENTRO TACOS VISITS
- We will continue to explore Centro and 

have lunch at a few traditional  taco stands. 

- We will also try some of the best Al Pastor 

in the city.

3:00 PM -  FIELD RESEARCH
- Return to Roma Norte to Visit Different Local 

Markets and Vendors.

7:30 PM -  DINNER?
- Dinner will be set depending on taco 

intake levels 

Sunday morning is lovely in the neighborhood. While 
the hotel offers a great breakfast you could also 
decide to explore Roma Norte or travel further 
afield. If you stick with us during the free time we 
will be leading a morning walk from the hotel into 
Juarez past some changing shops and areas.

SYNTHESIS

12:00 PM -  MEET FOR LUNCH
- Option  Barbacoa, Fish, Tacos or Brunch

Roma Norte

1:30 PM -  DESIGN SESSION
- Team brainstorming and design workshop

WRK Coworking Space

?:00 PM -  INTO LA CONDESA
- After we wrap up we will explore one of the 

nicest neighborhoods in the city.

Monday

Friday

Breakfast will be available at the hotel. 
Please confirm individual departure times. 

FEB.15

FEB.16 FEB.17

FEB.18

7:30 PM -  TEAM DINNER
- Join us for creative takes on Mexican classics

La Capital

?:00 PM -  ONE LAST PASTOR
- If you have space we can grab a final taco 

El Tizoncito

In La Merced we will explore different market stalls 
and have a chance to chat with a few vendors and 
locals.

?:00 PM -  CHURRO BREAK

7:15 PM -  PROJECT LAUNCH
- Meet the Design Team

Four Points Hotel Lobby

8:45 PM -  HEAD TOWARDS SLP STREET

Welcome to Mexico City!

For most of the group, this will be a first-time trip 
to this bustling mega-city. For us, the first time we 
visited the city we were sucked in by its contrast, 
creativity, and dynamism. This weekend we hope 
to share a bit of this with you while we also dive 
into the open-ended inspirations of design 
research.

We have lined up a mix of experiences, some 
more structured others more abstract. Despite the 
clean schedule here, we can certainly promise that 
a trip about informality will not follow any itinerary 
to the letter. This trip is also a prototype itself. We 
hope we learn just as much as you!

We are excited to share this cosmopolitan city, 
host creative conversations, and eat plenty of 
tacos with you! So again, welcome to CDMX! 

9:00 PM -  MEET BEN FOR TACO TOUR
- Understand formal and informal taco vendors 

Roma

9:00 AM -  OPTIONAL WALK
- Depart from Hotel 

Juarez and Centro

TACOS 2019


